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GREENLIGHT GURU’S

MDQMS
THE LEADING
QMS SOFTWARE
IS NAMED

TWO YEARS AND COUNTING

New customer satisfaction ratings from third-party software
review platform G2 Crowd, show Greenlight Guru is highly
rated across the board.

WHERE

CUSTOMERS VOTE
GREENLIGHT GURU

#1

MOMENTUM LEADER
BEST SUPPORT
BEST RELATIONSHIP
HIGH PERFORMERD
LEADER
USERS MOST LIKELY TO RECOMMEND

Check out where Greenlight Guru lands on G2’s Grid® Report →

GREENLIGHT GURU IS MORE
THAN JUST SOFTWARE — WE ARE A PARTNER

YOU CAN RELY ON

GREENLIGHT GURU’S Quality Management Software has been named a LEADER based on receiving
a high customer satisfaction score and having a large Market Presence.
GREENLIGHT GURU’S additional scores in the QMS category are a strong indicator that customers
trust Greenlight Guru to meet their business needs now and as they scale.
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PRODUCT GOING IN RIGHT DIRECTION?

91%

EASE OF DOING BUSINESS

90%

MEETS REQUIREMENTS

95%

QUALITY OF SUPPORT

Makes it
straightforward to
establish and
maintain a QMS

READ MORE →

I appreciate the intuitive interface that lets me keep track of
documents, design control elements, and change all within
a single platform. We've used Greenlight Guru from day one
of establishing our quality system, and being able to manage
everything online has saved us from many headaches. The
design control matrix in particular lets us note details about
individual design control elements, link relevant documents,
and manage risk, all within the same clean framework. The
Greenlight Guru team is very responsive and is constantly
working to improve the regulatory compliance and user
experience of the platform, and it shows.

Ideal QMS software
for Medical Device
companies

READ MORE →

Restructuring our old "paper-driven" quality management
system to be fully compliant with ISO 13485:2016 seemed
like a daunting task. The Greenlight Guru software and
support team were very helpful and we discovered that
many of our current practices and procedures could be
adapted to fit into their QMS software without having to
change everything we were already doing.

Paperless,
real-time,
traceable quality
activity

READ MORE →

Execellent
QMS for Startups
and Mature
Organizations
Alike

READ MORE →

For our entire team, interaction with the quality system is
paperless, real-time, and traceable. Greenlight Guru continuously
works on improving the system, listening to customer feedback.
It is obvious that the user experience for them is a high priority.
Great benefit that this system provided for us is quick and
easy reporting of Nonconformances by different team
members. Ability to assign tasks for investigations remotely.
Uniform workflows ensure that all necessary steps are
considered and all outputs of investigation are accounted for...

As an executive advisor to focused primarily on supporting
early-stage medical device companies, I appreciate
Greenlight Guru's designed in flexibility to implement relevant
modules in stages rather than forcing a young company to
adopt a full QMS all at once. As a 20+ year professional in the
medical device development and commercialization space, I
sincerely appreciate how Greenlight Guru's QMS solutions
are created by experienced Med Device professional
exclusively for the Med Device community. Before launching
my own advisory firm, my prior history includes deep
experience working within at least two world-class, triple-digit
Billion USD market cap medical device and pharma
companies and has provided me with an opportunity to see
*many* different QMS software solutions. Without a doubt,
Greenlight Guru holds its own against those options and is
an outstanding options even for companies that large.

Makes it
Straightforward
and Easy to
Maintain an EQMS

READ MORE →

I appreciate the intuitive interface that lets me keep track
of documents, design control elements, and change all within
a single platform. As a startup, we've used Greenlight Guru
from day one of establishing our quality system, and being
able to manage everything online has saved us from many
headaches. The design control matrix in particular lets us note
details about individual design control elements, link relevant
documents, and manage risk, all within the same clean
framework. The Greenlight Guru team is very responsive, and
is constantly working to improve the regulatory compliance
and user experience of the platform, and it shows.

